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ABSTRACT

Human rela/ions training, as a method of teaching empathy,

is a relatively recent concept in the health care field. To

determine the value of human relations training for associate

degree nursing students was the objective of this project.

Sophomore nursing,Students were exPosed to human relations

training, growth gr'oup or transactional-analysis ses6ions after

,the administration of a standardized test of empathy, the R A-E.

FollowinTr, the group experiences, they were retested with ei
same instrument.

An analysis of Variance v used to determine whether or

not human re]aLions training wa ,re elfective than other group

processes in the development of empathy. The F-ratio was sig-

nificant at tho 0.05 level. t- ests between all means,indicated

that mean R A-E..ihanges between Experimental 'Group A pre to past

test were of statistical significance.
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STATEENT Of THE PRO,JLEM

The purpose of tnis investication was to explore one of the

ways in which aseciate degree nursing students might obtain and

increaEie certain interpersonal skills. The skill looked at was

empathy, while not the only cotuponent of an interpersonal relation-

ship, certainly ono of the most basic. Also investigated was the

effect of a short term (six hours) highly structured human re-

lations trainin:, prorram on empathy skills of students who were

'concurrently pcticin,7 interpersonal skills wi h'persons exppri-
.

eneing problems in life adjustment. The ongoing traditional-

methods of increasing empathy in these students which have been

studied rather sketchily with non-definitive results and

,cations were also re-exmined in the lirht'of a newer, more

specific investi;:atory'tool. Was there adifference in empathy

skills between nursing student141;ho have participated in human

relations training and those exposed to other group training

programs?

II. HYPOI<HES'Is

The relationship of the independent variable, treatment in

tha form of human relations training, and the dependent variable,

test scores on a standarJized measure of empathy were studied as

well as comparisons of teE.t scores pre and 14ost-treatment. It was

hypothesized that there would be significantly greater increase in

empathy in Participants in human relations,trainingthan in

participants of other group training programs.

7
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BACKOCUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

\ he rationale for carryinf,-, on thh; project Aas approached1?

through the exploration of two major viewpoints. The first deals
,

briefly with the (Towing dissatisfaction with health care services i

and the providers of rluch and some of the means to remedy the dis-

satisfaction. The second and of'primary importance to tIK investi-

gator relates to the search by nursing faculties to find more
1

effective ways of teaching humqn relations skills to nursin;; stud-

ents in such a manner that they become a more permanent part of the

student's repertoik-c. Beth ids were Aplpred as the syternatic

approach to each denotes the enormity of the problem.

Legal suits ar:ainst health care personnel proclaiming-negli-

gence are increasin:T, in many communities. Recall of recent news-

paper headlines citing the upward trends in malpractice insurance

for both institutiom and private persons indicate the degree to

which recipients of health care are voicing their disapproval of

the treatment they receive. On the surface these complaints'reek

of negligence in technical skill. Yet, evidence indicates other

factors are operational.

Bernmeig1
implies tht the growing malpractice problem is,

primarily a human relation problem, with the malpractice suit

being tangible proof of the terminal breakdown in a progressively

deterioratilv,physician-patient or nurse-patient relationship.

The implication in this instance is that there have been a series



of prior incidents leadinr to rowinr antaronism betwen the

patient/client and physician or nurse Whom he evntually sues. On

the other hand, the pAysician or nurse who has won the admiration

and respect of the patient is rarely sued, even when somethinr roes

wrong in the treatment process. Dernzweir further elaborates that

instructional programs designed to deal with ways of establishing

and maintaining effective nuroe-paticnt relationships prLarily

throurrl the use of techniques of.human relations training employed

by behavioral scientists, be Incorporated into basic nursing

curricula.

Improvement in the quality 01 nursing care necessitates an

understandir,; of the human relationships involved, according to

Dye
2

. In order to achieve this goal the nurse needs sufficient

training and skill in interpersonal dynamics to initiate and

facilitate genuine commJnications with patients and staff.

The impliCations for a well dpveloped prouram of eMpathy

training extend beyond the scope of an academic curriculum.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Milliken3 in her foreward to a human relations

development manual States:

"An interaction between two human beings, One of
helpee, is the essence of the health practitioner-
client relationship. Yet, ioo often, health

_professionals become locked into.a restricted
perception of their roles and respontitibilities.
They are faced with continuous flow of research
findins, equipment modifications, technological
advances. . . ., rules and regulations emanating
from federal and state legislation. They become
prisoners of the policies, procedures, constraints,
problems, pressures, and conflicts inherent in-the
health agency settings c) theatechnological society.

9
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The c 1 h n L n ow itt bee 0:710:; part of the probl ern,

rather th;tn tho r .I)n I,ee of the heal th pro-
_ . _

i
of. the know1f:df,,e exp1o:;ion

on the he%Ith ft II, co:,,hined with chanrinr 1;ocial
policy which mand,,Lr.; that health .1,!; a hasic ri:flht of

all, rath-r than has been in the direction
of dehwd:ini::ation.

The effeel of Lii S ti-end are ::uen in the hirh attrition

rate ;G101; health worer:-1 anl in expre:;:led public difl-

Ilatillfa(Lin with tho hLaith 1;ervice !;y:;Lem. xiever:;al

of this Lrend, to re:;Lore the hnmanitle base for
health ::erviee:; is an urgent necessity."

Dr. Millihen c,oes en to statel

"Human reL:tions skill trainin:; has the potential for
enrichin: the career experiences of health practi-
tioners, while c'encurrontly resterirv the client to
the ccntral focus of health service. Throurh an
.effectiv- hlper-hclIwo relationship, the health pro-
Session,d tl1c, opportunity to 'meet the needs of
the patien't' on a personalized empathetic basis."

Dr. Milliken's ::,tateiont oriented toward.the health worker

already employed. TLe,application of the same ideas seem appro-

priate to the stucient involve.d in the educational process of be-

coming a health worker.

Recently the investitor participated with nursing service

employers'representing, major health care agencies in Volusia

County in an open discussioil of the shills needing improvement in

the new graduates or, the as!,:ociate deree nursing program at the

.14,1ytona lieach Commithity College. The overwhelming area of deficit

agreed upon was th-, inability to comrounicate with.patient/clients.

Further, exploration of Ahe topic yielded responses such as "they

can't handle difficult interrersur:al relations, etc."

The nursing educators tkin,; re:-,.perlsibility for the prepar-

,,,

10



ati on of thir nev.' te:: are real i nr, the proh 1 em PX

No l on-.er 1 it be !limed that hecau::e in the curriculum the

lAudent, leo:;ed le 'eonceptp, psycholoy, communi-

cation techniquey, and th therapeutic relation:;hip and han the

opportunity to apply Ihe principle:: of each under :.upervil;ion,

that heblhe lerned how to tule them adequately. It is:ada-
(mant that morc efTective teachin strateiec,1 adopted and more

t

efficient ev:,luatien L4.thccii in!-0* entire area of

human relatio!)::. Th I a poition i o supporte0 by many in the

health care field, (;a:,,ti-1, Childeli-L;
4,

Kron-',

. 6
, Dye 7'.

eerienws; for nursin:.T students at Daytona

Beach Corwlunity Colio(0 have incluc group ceunseling sessions,

the roal!; of'vhich ultirlately were -to increase self-confidence,

self-awaren( and undrstandinp: of others. The feeling and

anticipation on the part of The faculty and counselors involvid

.was that students would i;lin interpersonal skills which would be

transferctble in other silttatioiii especially the Work woritd. One

of these skills would be empathetic responses toward plients/

clients, co-workers and Faiptrvisors. It is apparent that the

behavior ch:.ne.s hopc,d for did not in fact take place, and that a

more systcntic appfcch is necessary.

At the core of the interpersonal process is empathy, a

quality which can be learned and is mea:lurable. Empathy is

described by 1:alish8 as the ability to enter into the life of

another person, to accurately perceive his current feeling and

1 1



their nwanilw::.

verbally .1n1

4 tto121, omp:Ohy t be.eommunieuted

,

feelinr of bein-, Hmicr:Atwd.

I. the p:Ltient experiences the

Scow person.: po::sesy (.1 ):1 thy I ntui tively, most can increase

viva thy h ::y: t IC prorrarn f traini rir. The

technolory for deliverin the traininr. hos been developed by the

behaviora-1 scienti:1.s. It is now-appropriate that this technolocx

be used in the h(alth c:,re fields, more specifically in the,

education or nursin: stndent::.

IV. 1.)FT!':1T1()N OF T:.S

For the purpo:;e of cl:! ifyinT terminoloy used in th'is

project, the followin definitions are presented.

Affective - the educhttion:11 dorriin which involves the acquisition
of atIitudes nI values - the feelinc domaiu.

behaviorl ronec-, - the study of the iirliyidual and how he/she
respo:,Hn to lire stroso!:, ir-Ludiw; positive methods
of de:!liiv wiTh

Coimitive - the ejuehtion 1 domaLn which:involves having, knOwledge
of.fai:L, Jae

Communiction trch:ues - sp,.cific verbal and non-verbal techniques
which InL,211:1 tn f.'ciliI;Ltu intentcLion and understanding
betwuen two people.

Emnathy the Lcility to listen to, understand, and communicate
: ck 01,-'s uh,...er.t-tridin; of another - the ability to
"foe] with" ano6h.c peron.

Experiential - experienin7 the proces of 'activities as opposed
to to or ;-eadin iut.

1 2.



,
Group counselinp: - a dynamic interpersonal process focusint
3 conscious thought and behavior. Involves the iherapy

functions,of pern,d:;siveneSg-4 orientation to reality,
catharsis and mutual;trust,--aaring, understanding,
acceptance-and support. Therapy functions are created
and nurtured through sharing of personal concerns with
One:s peers and counselor'.

-
Human relations triiri - a.Structured'approach to the develOpr.

ment of empathetib responses in helping persons.

Interpersonal skills - the ability to reite to anotner person
with understanding and awarc.,ess.

Reality-orientation - an encounter which focuses on the here and
now aspects_.of one's behavior In order to increase self-
unden-tanding and understandkng of others.

Therapeutic,relationship - a one-tg-one goal-directed relationship
in which the helper identifies and atteVs to° meet-the
needs of the helpee.

Transactional an'dy:lis - involves exploration of the three ego
states o2 persons, the Parent, the Adult, and the Child ,

and the feeling states Of each to gain awareness of the
Self and effective problem-solving methods in dealing
with oLhers.

. LIEITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Several factors intervened to place limitations on the

validity and reliability o_ the project.

The sample undergoing study consisted of thirty-two sophomore
Jz

nursing students who were self-selected from a population of ninety-

three into sections. Among the reasons given for selecting a

particular section'were geofTaphic location for carpooling, ferend_
.

ships, sequence of the units to be studied and unidentifiea reasons.

The process of self-selection negates the concept of randomi--

zation to the degree that it cannot be stated that the study group

13".



was truly representative of the popuIa
. ,

hapPen to be soPhomore associate degre

;

By nature of the section size/land the.accessibilitSr of
)

appropriate conditions for carrying out the study, only thirty-
.

two $tudents were available to partioipate. This was less than a

ion other than they

nursing students.

desirable.number for at'sample,
/

-generalize beyond application' to this particular program.

again affecting the ability to

A'be group being-studied were concurrently involved in a unit

of study which necessitated participation in clinical experiences

in an Inpatient psychiatric.unit. The untimely and unexpected

cloqng of the only specifically designated facility in this county

one month before the study began.resulted in expressed high degrees

of anxiety in students needing this experience.and in faculty

attempting to negotiate alterLativp experiences which met th'e

requirements of the Florida.State Board of Nursing. The many un-

knowns of-being a student ina totally unfamiliar environment

located in another county and on a temporary basis limited the

generalibility of this study to other. programs and to some extent

to thisprogram in the future.

Two f;a6tors specifically involving the human relations train-

ing leadl limited the validity and reliability of the project.

Both are faculty members of the nursing program, although not

inOtived acarlemically with the group being Studied, and were aware

of the experimental nature of the group they were working with.

With this knowledge, theix behavior was undoubtedly altered toward

a success'ui outcome of the project. The leaders, although

-

14
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qualified and experienced in various other aLentations to group

counseling, wereattempting their first human Telations trainift

program. 'It was antiOipated that their anxiety was an inter-

vening variable and,l'ffecte4 the outcome of the study.

liz

VI. BASIC ASSUMP,TIONS

Por thb purpose of this investigation, the following

assumptions were madc.
L.

In the alAence of any evidence to the contrary, agesp.sex,

.and previous grOup experiences did-not significantly influence

the resUlts of,the. study.

There were no avallAle data .to indicate any relationhip

between empathy and'level of academic ability. It was therefore

assumed that academic grades would not influence the Student's

ability to ,increase empathy.
I.

Randomselection was made Of the- available participants to

determine the compositions of -experimental, and control groups.,

It was assumed that-characteristics of the groups were homogenous

in the ability to indrease empathy.

Recognition of the importance of being able to retrieire data

about individual scores on pre and post tests necessitated2rNthe use

,of a code system to identify individual person's results. The

assumption was that the potential loss of anonymity ofirndividual.

test results would not 'influence the outcome of the'study.

All students were exposed to similar inpatient and outpatient

15
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situations \uring this)unit of.study. It wac Assumed that the

similarity off experiences was present for ali studenta through-
.

out the proiect. .

VII. PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTING DATA

An investigation of this desi n necessitated gathering of

some dafa prior to any treatment. After random selection,'using

a table of random numbers, of four grOups of eight students, all

students were appraised of the general purpose of the-R A-E

inventory. The particinants were told thatcertain affective

skills of desirable .dep-ree were anticipated during this unit of

study. To determine the effectiveness of learning experiences

designed to aAist dents to acquire these skills, a baseline

measurement wes-n ary. They were inrormed that this inventory

was not a test which wOuld influe/lee their academic or laboratory

grade. Frequent reinforcement of this idea was anticipated as a

necessity.- All students were administered the R A-E (ReCognition

Assessment - Empathy)', a standardized inventory for the measure-

ment of empathy assessment. The investigator was academically

and experientially preiarcd to administer the.instrument and all

precautions in the use of t standardized tool were adhered to.

IA the event further investigation should be undertaken regarding

assessment of individual:: or some person should not complete the

project, students were.assigned a code number to be used with amy

subsequent testing. The 'participants were further informed that

16
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the deciphering process of the code system was known only to the

investigator.

The'instrument had been thoro'ughly studied for validity,
v- Oar

reliability and appropriateness.

The R A-E is a product of Learning Designs, Inc., o Toronto,

Canada, and as df this time the .copyright is pending. is

relatively recent instrument which measures.a Personrs capaciV

for discriminating the best empathetic response fr4 a e,iven

number of responses. At present its primary uses a.e hose of
4.

e pathy training and t aining need assessment. Scoring is

elatively simple as a coring key is provided. The score is

determined by awarding points according to the reaponses selected%,

Norms are available for various ocCugational groups and students

in occupation curricula. Nursing and nursing student norma are

inclUded in the administrator's manual. The total number of

persons comprising the normative group was 1000 which is adequate

for the newness ofthe instrument.

The reliability of an instrument was very important in this
%-

study as all participants in the pretesting were involved in post-

testing six weeks later using the same instrdment. A potential

weakness in the use of the R A-E was the lack of reliability data

available. est and retest correlations in 34 undergraduates with

a two-meek intervening interVal yieldedta corr,elation co-efficient

(r) of .7-7mThe investigator was aware of the very small sample

used for correlation evidence and recognized -Chat the reliability

17
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was established, for a lesser'time interval than will be allowed

in this study. Aside from thes two critiCisms, the correlation
00

coefficient (r) of .77 was sa .fzettory:

.The four groups werp then-treated in the-following manner.;
-

The tWo control groups-werz involved in group CoAseling sessions,

for one hour per week Six weeks. The group lead were

experientially.compete7t ga4oup leaders. One was orie 4c1 toWaisd

the transactional'ana yois approach to grpup behavioi-.. The

expertise of the other was toward'reality-orientationl in the here

and now.

Nif

4
70The two experimental-groups underwent human relati ns train-7ng

for the same time.period. The emphasis Was on learni g empathetic

responses throug,h a ser3es'of experiences using eol playing,

empathetic reinforcement of the group leaders, sim lated patient-
7

nurse interactions and any other methods deemed a propriate. by
a

, the group,leaders.,

Scores on the pretest'were utilized to determine means and

ostandard deviations of cacli:,of the four groups. The mearis were

analyzed for si .nificant differences among the feur groups and
0

the data obtaine a held comparison to postltest scores.

At the temination of, -Ole treatment program, the participants

wem post-tested using the same'instrument ai the.same.

conditions as the pre-test. The data obtained waS?cptipiled with.

the first set of data AT put into forms so that it'could be

treated sWisticall

18



VIII. PROCEDURES FO:: Tx?. TREATNENT OF DATA

Ijrgn attempt.to deternAne. whether or not thpre were.

4 differences in empathy scores as measured by th6 RfA-E% as the
4

result of different treatment methods, thirty-two students were

divided into four groups of eight'students each'. Icwo groups

participated-Lm'human relations training and the other two in

group,counseling.seSsions. Each group met ence a week for six

weeks,'after pre-testiat: At the/conclusion of the treatment

program they wer post-tested. The thrta consisted.of eight sets',

A individual scores. ,

The null hypotheses were stated: The eight sets of scores.
.

do not differ significantly from one another. The alternative
,),,.

, -
hypothesis: The eie,ht sets of scores do differ significantly'N
from one another.. The second null hypothesis was stated:

Individual grodP scores do not differ significantly from pre to

'po t-testing. The second alternative hypothesisr'. pldividual

oup scores do differ,significantly from pre to pest-testing.
.

Analysis of varince was selected as the statistical method

appropriate to.determine if thercrwas a significant difference

among-the means of the eight sots'of scores... The desined level

of significance was established at 0.05.

The degrees' Of freedom were cal:et/

within sets and the critical value of F

table of-ValueL; f the F Distribbtion.

_-
foi;)between_s_ets-and

obta'ned Through the

The ritical value of F

for 7 and 56 degiees of freedom at'.0.05 level of .significance
was 3.3128. The first hypothesis would be:rejected if the Cal-

i



culated value of i exceeded the critical value of F. TheVirst

alternative hypothesis would be accepted.,

Analysis of variance yields only the information that

signifidant differences do or do not exist between or among any

of the means bein7 studied. Therefore, if no signifidant differende

,had been obtained, the.treatment of the data would have been

tfarminated.

n the event the first hypothesis had been rejecte the data

.waF.fdrther e'xamined to determinelowhere the di re es exiSted:

t-teSts wer e.run on.all means ta provide.this information. If the
N

calculated value of t were larger than the critical value of t,

v:olio.h is 2.145.at 0.05 leVel of significance (d.f=14); the second

null hypothesis would havsklbeen rejected.
TDO,

Mlatiple.t-tests between means- also supported or refuted the

assumptIon that the groups Wbre hoMogenous in the possession of

empathy at,the time of pre-testing.

(

20



IX. RESULTS

Data Resulting from the Study.

The scores, means, and standard deviations of the thirty-two

students involved in pre and post-testing as experimental and

control groups are4presented in Table I, page 16,
A

A diagrammatic summary of the mean L:cores for experimental

and control groups op pr:e and post-itesting is included in Figure 1.

58

56

511.

52

42
Pre-test° Post-test

Figure 1 Mean RA-E Scores on Pre-tests and Post-tests'

for ExPerimntal Groups and Control Croups

Experimental Groups

Control Groups

?.

2 1
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Tab3..p I Pre and Post-test RA-E Scores For Experimental and Con4o1 Groups11ITOMMININIIMIPMIPW

,

Pre-test,
A

,

Post-test
,

Experimental'Groups

Ia IIa

Control Groups

Illa IVa

Experimental Groups

'Ib' ITp

Colltrol Groups

Eib ,17t)

\r.

42, 54

52

:52 46

50 54

52 50

48 54

52 60

4o8 400

364 44

38 60

. , 50 54

6o 46.

50 . , 44

1

,

36 54

46 54

48 6o

54 32

52 48

54 44

44 54

i
52 Co

50 9

46 54

5 '46

52 52
/

f

54 62
,

4!

54 52,

6o' 54,

60 50

;, 62.,,..

56 62

1 /
4o 50

432 I 444
txs 364 ,N 416

----------------------i------,4,---?
45,5 52 ,,

. 1

402 388J

. 50,25, 43,5
,6

'Mr, 55.5. 51 50

s
7 59. 6.16 3,38 7,86 4,79 5.17 3,81 6.60

N=32

22 .

0
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The resulttof testillfg hypothesis one concerining significant

differences among the eight sets-of scores yielced a statisti-

Table II

1

Analysis Variance ofRAE Oh nge Scoresifrom'Pre
to Post-t st for Experimental a d Control roups

cally significant F-ratio, Table II.

'Componai.s

r

Sum of
.Squv

1

Degrees of'
__.

Fiareedom

.p

inean
Separe

V
F-ratio

,

Critical
Value Of F
(.05 level)

Betweli Seis 544.9384 7 .
77.8483 1,5.4645*. 3.3128

(7.56 df)

Within Sets ,2141.9063 56 5.0340 1

Total 826.8447

* Value significant beyond the 0.05 level.

t-tests between all means showed Significant,differences

between pre and post-test means for Experimenthl Group A. Also

significant is the difference between pre-test mean for Experi-

mental Group A and post-test mean for Experimental Group D. No

significant differences existed in the means of the groups at

pre-testing, Table III.
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Table III Res4ts of yi-tests BetNeen All Veans
r

IIa IIIa

r

1.5677

r

.7028,

__L.

.....

IVa

. 6r)3

.9915

,

.5783

--.1N

,

2.5602*

724;9

1.8116

1.6901

IIb

(

3.6211*

12310

2.1f482

2.1045

,6019-

-----

IIIb

1.7915

.3906

4'.t I

.4167

,8o95

1:3864

1.9819

......

IVb '

1.2465

.6269

.0954.

.

.4134

1.3873

1.8547

.3712

ITa

IIIo.

\

1Va. 4

Ib

IIb

ITIb

,

.

1,936

....
.

11100..M.

,

. ,

,

.

-----

r

.
,

,

*Sign.w0,05 2.145 , df .7. 14

) 1.



X. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DATA AND CONCLUSIOS

-While the search for educational experiences to increase,

empathy in nursing students continues, one possible solution to

the pebblem liesn the use of structpred human relations_train-

ing. The most important implication derived (fom this study wa-N

the validation of the assumption that the expetimental method of

increasing empathy through human relations training was effective

in one of :the two experimental groups. The significant Oratio,

obtained through an analysis of varie and subsequent signifi-
a

cant t-tests of experimental group A from pre to post-tept indi-
.

cates that an increase in empatheticskills .did in fact take

place. This Act deserves careful consideration in terms of the

possible incorporation of hurtgn relatiorbs training.into the

Associate Degree Nursing ProLram at Daytona Beach Community

College.

That significant change occurred in the S'hort period of time

tized for human relatjons training, only ax.hours of class time,

makes the practicaity of such a program seepp feasible.

Another importan't.imflication is based On the evidence that

empathy levels can be assessed through a relatively simple process.

With this knowledge and the quality of empathy deemed important by

nursing faculty, educational objectives can be written for increas-

ing empathy and appropriate lea, rning experiences be provided to

meet the objectives.

The persons conducting the human relations training groups
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were experienced counselors with no specific training in this

kind of program. Since most nursing faculty at Daytona Beach

Community College have had formal or informal training in

counseling, they should be able to with Minimal instruction

conduct trainAng sessions effectively with nursing students.

Thig would eliminate the need for utillizing expensive outside

sources of help.

The question of intervening variable influencing the out-
*

comeoof the study can be answered by the fact that all students

were exposed to and did participate in similar experiences both

in in-patient and,put-pationt settings.

XI. RESIDUAL FINDINGS

Fair individual students in the experimental groups dither

maintained the same score or obtained lower scores from pre to

post-test. While the individual scores were not studied for

significant differences there are implications that the indi-

vidual be evaluated in terms of increasing empathy and a more

individualized program be developed.

The normative values on the RA-E for second year nursing

students are reported as the mean = 45.3 and s of 8.7 (N=48)9.,

Although not studied for sic,nificant differences, all pre and

post-test means of both experimental and control groups,were

higher than the norm. This.raises quastiohs about-factors

ilpplwating earlier in a student's career at Daytona Beach

Community College.
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XII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The statistically significant results of the study lead

to the following recommendations:

1. That human relations training be incorporated into the

basic curriculum of the Associate Degree Nursing Program

at Daytona Beach Ce=unity College.

2. That nursing faculty with counseling skills become

trained to conduct human relations training-for future

groups of nursing students.

That an increase in the amount of time te twelve hours

be allotted for training sessions.'

4, That folliow-up informRtion regarding the results .of

1

trainire:tc: obtained after six months and one year to

determine if gains peristed.

2 9
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